A quadratic cheap control of linear systems with multiple state delays is considered. This optimal control problem is transformed to an optimal control problem of singularly perturbed systems. A composite suboptimal control of the latter is designed based on its asymptotic decomposition into two much simpler parameter-free subproblems, the slow and fast ones. Using this composite control, a suboptimal control of the original cheap control problem is constructed and justified for two classes of the initial function for the state variable. An illustrative example is presented.
Introduction
The cheap control problem, i.e. an optimal control problem with a small control cost (with respect to a state cost) in the cost functional, is of considerable importance in such topics of control theory as: singular (degenerate) optimal control and its regularization, limitations of linear and nonlinear regulators, high gain control, inverse control problems, linear optimal filtering with a small noise in the observation, robust controllability of systems with disturbances, and some others.
The smallness of the control cost yields the singular perturbation in the Hamilton-Jacobi-Bellman equation, as well as in the Hamilton boundary-value problem, associated with the original problem by control optimality conditions.
The cheap control problem for differential equations without delays has been extensively investigated in the open literature (see e.g. [1] [2] [3] and references therein), while there are only few works in the open literature devoted to analysis of the cheap control problem with a delayed dynamics (see [4] [5] [6] ).
PROCEEDINGS, IFIP-TC7, TURIN2005
In [4] , a finite horizon linear-quadratic optimal control problem was considered with a small cost of the control in the cost functional, and with single point-wise and distributed state delays in the dynamics. It was assumed that the delay is small of order of the control cost, and that the initial function for the state variable is continuous. The zero-order asymptotic solution to the singularly perturbed set of ordinary and partial functional-differential equations of Riccati type, associated with the original problem by the control optimality conditions, has been derived. Based on this solution, the zero-order asymptotic expansion of the optimal trajectory, as well as the suboptimal feedback control, were obtained. In [5, 6] , a similar cheap control problem was studied for the case of a nonsmall delay. The zero-order asymptotic solution to the singularly perturbed set of Riccati-type functional-differential equations, associated with the original problem, has been obtained in [5] . Using this asymptotic solution, a suboptimal control was constructed. In [6] , based on a proper transformation of the original problem and, then, on an asymptotic decomposition of the resulting one into two much simpler parameter-free subproblems, a suboptimal state-feedback control of the original problem was designed.
In this paper, a finite-horizon linear-quadratic cheap control problem with multiple point-wise and distributed state delays in the dynamics is analyzed. Two classes of the initial function for the state variable are considered: (1) measurable square-integrable functions; (2) measurable essentially bounded functions. A direct method of suboptimal solution of the original cheap control problem is proposed. This method is based on: (i) an equivalent transformation of the original problem to a control problem with singularly perturbed dynamics; (ii) an asymptotic decomposition of the resulting problem into two much simpler parameter-free subproblems, the slow and fast ones. It should be noted that the fast state variable of the control problem, obtained after the transformation, becomes a control in the slow subproblem. Thus, the slow subproblem contains not only the state delays in the dynamics, but also the control ones. In spite of the latter, the set of Riccati-type functional-differential equations, associated with the slow subproblem, is much simpler than the one associated with the original cheap control problem. The fast subproblem does not contain delays, and it is solved analytically. Using the optimal feedback controls of the slow and fast subproblems, a composite control for the transformed problem and, then, a suboptimal state-feedback control for the original problem are designed.
The following main notations are applied in the paper: 
Problem statement
Consider the controlled system
where z{t) e E^,u{t) G E^, {n > r), {u is a control); A^" > 0 is an integer; 0 = /lo < ft-i < ... < /iAT = /i are given constant time-delays; Ai,{i = 0,1, ...,N), G{T) and B are given time-invariant matrices of corresponding dimensions; B has full rank r; the matrix-valued function G{T) is piece-wise continuous for r G [-/i,0]; T > 0 is a given finite duration of the control process.
Using that rankS = r and [7] , one can transform (2.1) to an equivalent linear controlled system with state delays, in which the matrix of coefficients for the control has the form | J. Therefore, in the sequel we assume (without a loss of generality) that B has such a form. Initial conditions for (2.1) have the form
where V'(T), T G [-/i, 0) and I/JQ are given vector-valued function and vector, respectively. In the sequel, the following two cases are considered:
, A^) and G(T) in the accordance with the block-form of
3) where x{t) G i?" '', y{t) G £""; An and G\{T) are of the dimension {n~r)x {n~ r), while An and Gi{T) are of the dimension r y. r.
Using (2.3) and the block form of B, one can rewrite (2.1) as follows
For system (2.4)-(2.5) with initial conditions (2.2) the following performance index is considered
where Dx is a symmetric positive semi-definite matrix, while Dy and M are symmetric positive definite ones; £ is a small positive parameter.
In the sequel, (2.4)-(2.6),(2.2) is called the original problem (OP). The objective of the paper is to construct a suboptimal state-feedback control for (2.4)-(2.6),(2.2) uniformly valid for all sufficiently small e > 0.
Control optimality conditions for the OP
Using results of [8] yields that, for a given £ > 0, the optimal state-feedback control and the optimal value of the cost functional of the OP have the form
2) where Zh{t) = {z{t + r) VT e [-/i,0)}, and {P{t),Q{t,T),R{t,T,e)} is the unique solution of the following set of Riccati-type functional-differential equations in the domain For a given e > 0, problem (3.3)-(3.7) is very complicated. Moreover, if e -» 0, it becomes an ill-posed one and, therefore, much more difficult.
In this paper, an approach to constructing a suboptimal state-feedback control for this problem is proposed. This approach directly uses the singular perturbation nature of the OP, and it does not require to solve problem (3.3)-(3.7) .
The suboptimal control is constructed in four stages. At the first stage, the OP is transformed equivalently to a control problem with singularly perturbed dynamics and e-free cost functional. At the second stage, the resulting (transformed) problem is decomposed asymptotically into two much simpler e-free subproblems, the slow and fast ones. At the third stage, based on the optimal feedback controls of the slow and fast subproblems, a composite state-feedback control for the transformed problem is designed. Finally, at the fourth stage, a suboptimal control for the original problem is obtained based on the composite control of the transformed system.
Transformation of the OP
By the control transformation
where v is a new control, (2.4)-(2.6) becomes 
2) J-h edy(t)/dt = £ \Y. [•^i3a:(t -hi) + Ai4y{t -hi)\ + y_JG'3(T)x(i + T) + G4(T)y(i + r)]dr|+t;(t), iG

5.
Asymptotic decomposition of the TP
Slow subproblem
The slow subproblem is obtained from the TP by setting there formally e = 0 and redenoting a;, y, v and J by Xs,ys, Vs and Jg, respectively. Thus, one obtains
2)
where ipx (T) and (fyir) are the upper and lower blocks of (^(r) of the dimensions n^r and r, respectively; (pox is the upper block of (po of the dimension n~r.
The slow subproblem consists of equation (5.2) and the problem of minimizing the cost functional Js{ys) along trajectories of (5.1),(5.4). This problem is called in the sequel the reduced-order problem (ROP). In the ROP, ys is a control, i.e. this problem has time-delays in state and control.
Due to [8] , the optimal feedback control of the ROP exists, is unique and has the form 
yt[xs{t),xsh{t),ysh{t),t] = -D-^{[A'o2Ps{t) + Q's2{t,0)]xs{t) + / [Ao2Qsl(t,T) + R,i{t,T,0)]Xs{t + T)dT
rO , [Ao2Qs2{t, r) + Rs2{t, 0, T)]ys{t + T)dT},(5.
Fast subproblem
The fast subproblem is obtained as follows: (1) Due to [9] , the fast subproblem with a given initial value yf{0) of the state variable has the unique optimal state-feedback control 
8, Example
Consider the scalar cheap control problem 
